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Whisper Cove is stuck in a heat wave, although itâ€™s nothing compared to the fire stoking

between Harper Harlow and Jared Monroe. Theyâ€™re happy and enjoying themselves â€¦ until a

face from the past resurfaces.Jason Thurman and Harper had a brief fling in high school, and when

he returns to town to open a restaurant heâ€™s hoping they can revisit their relationship as adults.

Harper has no interest other than friendship in the amiable man, but he seems determined despite

her protests.When a body drops at his restaurant, Harper finds herself in a unique situation. The

deceased woman died horribly, but sheâ€™s completely unlikeable and helping her is harder than

Harper ever envisioned â€“ mostly because sheâ€™s keeping secrets from the only people who can

solve her murder.Between Jasonâ€™s unwanted attention, a brewing fight with Zander, and an

enemy no one can pin down, Harper has her hands full. Jared is by her side, but jealousy is getting

the better of him even as he fights to do right by his blonde.When the end comes, will Jared be too

distracted to realize who the enemy really is? Will Harperâ€™s insistence on believing Jason is

innocent be her ultimate downfall?Only time will tell â€¦ and the clock is ticking.
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A fast and fun read of who murdered a young woman. A man from Harper's school days opens up a

restaurant. Harper and Zander discover the body and the ghost of the girl does not want to show

herself. Harper and Zander are at it again being mischievous and not listening to Jared about

staying out of the investigation. Harper finally speaks with the ghost. Harper discovers the ghost

was selfish in life and death. A great read with lots of twists and turns. I can not wait till the next

book.

It was not believable. When I read a book I like the story to be believable and this wasn't. Never

mind mind that the cop boyfriend is a wuss. But when harper found out what could have been

information to get the killer, she didn't go to the police. She went and told the suspect the

information. And automatically believed him on his story. Everyone knows a murderer is going to tell

the truth. NOT. But when the cop finds out what she did he (honestly what a wuss) kept apologizing

to her and the suspect! Come on! Sorry this book could have been good but wasn't.

Read it in one sitting. I love the characters. I love Zander. Curious about the new guy and how he's

gonna fit in. The only minor critique, I wish there was more ghostly interaction. Other than

that...wonderful. Fun, witty, very enjoyable read.

I'm pretty sure I will adore anything that Lily Harper Hart writes. This installment was just as funny

and sweet as I'd hoped. I am so happy with the way Jared and Harper's relationship is progressing

even though it is still early on. Zander is hilarious, and I am really interested to see how Jason will

play into things. I do wish that we would see a little bit more of the other GHI employees, but I'm

sure we will as time goes on. Can't wait for the next book!

This is witty, cute and clever series, and very entertaining to read. I love the relationship between

Zander and Harper and Jared and Harper. If you need a distraction and a happy ending, I can

recommend any of this series as a lark. And I'm a fan of psychics and mediums like Harper.

Another fantastic story of Harper and her best friend Dander who just happens to be gay, they are

so much fun and always getting into trouble. Hunting ghost and trying to solve the murder

something sinister will always happen. Can't wait to read the next book...

I just love this Series. I can't get enough of Harper and Sander's relationship, some of their



conversations are laugh out loud funny! I am getting a little tired of how sappy sweet Jared is with

Harper...I like them, but sometimes it's too much, I found myself rooting for Jason.

Loved it. The interplay with Harper and Zander always has me laughing. Love this series and I

would highly recommend it and Lily's books in general to anyone looking for a good read! Back to

waiting for the next book in the series.
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